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INTERFERENCE EFFECTS

AERONAUTICS

ON WEDGE AIRFOILS

AT LOW SUPERSONIC MACH NUMBERS

By William J. Nelson and Allen R. Vick

Data obtained in an experimental investigation of pressure disturb-
ances caused by the reflection of two-dimensional shock waves from a
slotted boundary at Mach nunibersbetween 1.0 and 1.5 are presented herein.
Simple-wedge airfoils with apex angles of 4°, 60, and 10o were used to
generate shock waves,of different intensity. Static pressures measured
at various points along the surface of each airfoil are presented as a

% function of stream Mach nuniberfor several model positions relative to
the slotted walls. Comparison of the pressures measured in slotted-
tunnel tests with available interference-free data indicated that the

< l/5-open slotted boundary used in the present investigation has excessive
free area at Mach nunibersclose to unity where the incident shocks were
of the strong family (followed by subsonic flow), but at higher Mach num-
bers the results indicated insufficient slot area. Although the disturb-
ances associated with reflection of shock waves from the slotted wall
were smiler than corresponding free-jet or solid-wall disturbances, it
appears from this study that a boundary with variable porosity or variable - ‘-
pressure-drop characteristics or with both will be necessary to eliminate
disturbances over wide ranges of Mach nuniberfor test models of different
geometry.

iNTRODUCTION

The feasibility of reducing wind-tunnel interference effects by the
use of slotted boundaries was established in reference 1. Those experi-
ments also established that, for models of moderate size, a tunnel with
slotted boundaries was free from the choking limitations of closed tun-
nels. Subsequent investigations at Mach nunibersapproaching 1.2, refer-
ences 2 to 5, corroborate the conclusions of reference 1 but give little
information regartig the relative strength of incident shock waves and

. the disturbance associated with their reflection from slotted boundaries.
Several investigators have attempted to determine the effect of wall
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porosity on the strength of reflected disturbance and; for walls of uiIi-
.

form porosity, the experimental results are consistent with the calcula-
tions, references 6 and 7. With the introduction oftiiscrete slots, %OW- A

ever, the problem Ls greatly complicated and the sinqj.iifiedanalyses lack
experimental verification. A general pict~e of themechanics of sho-~
reflection from slotted walls is given in reference 8“where data obt~ned
in tests of several slot configurations at.....M= 1.62 +are presented. IrI
the transonic regime the available data lie in the Mach number range .—

below 1.2 and frequently involve tests of three-dimensional models which
—

cause considerable uncertainty in the evaluation of slot performance.

In the present investigation, a series of wedge-airfoils has been
tested in a slotted tunnel at Mach numbers between l.~ and 1.5 to deter-
mine the effect of shock strength and stream Mach number on the disturb-
ance reflected from the slotted wall. Schlieren photographs and surfQce
pressures have been obtained at Mach nu.nibersclose to-unity where the
bow shock wave was detached from the model and the reflected disturbances
are propagated through the subsonic flow field influencing the entire
model and also at higher speeds where incident shock waves are reflected

—

in a supersonic field as discrete disturbances. The reflected disturb- ““-
ante is presented as the difference between the measured pressures and
the corresponding interference-freepressures and, where practicable, “is

.

compared with calculated interferences for both the open jet and the -
solid wall.
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Y vertical distance from wedge to slotted wall

7 ratio of specific heats (1.4 for air)

Cp pressure coefficient

%
(7 + 1)1/3

generalized pressure coefficient, %

(t/c)2/3

transonic similarity parameter,
~2.~

En

e wedge apex angle
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The photographs of figures l(a) and l(b) show the general tunnel
arrangement with one side plate partia13y removed to expose the entrance
nozzle blocks and slotted test section; the cylindrical can which enclosed
the test section during operation has also been removed. The Mach nuniber
in the 4.5- by 2.25-inch test section was varied by controlled removal
of air from the can through the use of an auxiliary vacuum system. The .
center section of the tunnel side walls, in which the models were mounted,
was fitted on vertical rails to permit variation in the madel position
relative to the slotted walls. Eight equally spaced static-pressure taps
were mounted in a blank which for tunnel-empty pressure surveys was
carried in the 0.4- by 2.~-inch rectangular slot used to support the
models in the interference tests. Plate-glass side walls both above
and below the wedge support bar permitted schlieren observation of the
flow along the slotted walls; the support bar, however, obscures observa-
tion for approximately 0.375 inch on either side of the wedge center line.

The top and bottom floors of the tunnel, figure l(b), were slotted
for this investigation. Each floor consisted of seven bars with cross-
sectional dimensions of 0.25 and O.~ inch separated by 0.0625-inch slots
giving a free-area ratio of 1:5 for each wall.

Two-inch, steel wedges with apex angles of 4°, 6°, and 10°, fi&-
ure l(c), were held in rectangular plastic supports attached to each

0 angle of attack.end and mounted from the side walls at approximately O
The apex of each wedge was located 6.5 inches downstream from the front
of the slots. The sides of the plastic support blocks were made flush
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.
with the inside of the tunnel to avoid pressure dist~bances which might
interfere with the flow over the wedges. Pressure taps were installed
in chordwise rows on each side of the wedge-at valueeof Xjc of 0.500,
0.625, and 0.750 with leads extending from the ends of the model.

+

Pressures were read directly from liquid-filled.manometers. The
total pressure upstream of the tes”tsection and the S-titicpressure in
the chanibersurrounding the jet were used as references against which
the tunnel was calibrated. Schlieren photographs were taken by the use
of a single-pass schlieren system with two parabolic mirrors and a light
source funished by a high-voltage discharge through an air-cooled mercury-
vapor high-pressure lamp. Continuous visual observation was also possi-
ble with this system.

ANALYSIS

At supersonic Mach nunibersthe problem of jet-boundary interference
is largely one of shock-wave reflection at the jet walls. Although other
interferences may be of considerable mgnitude, only the bow shock reflec- ~
tion will be discussed herein since, being the most upstream disturbance,
it will, in general, determine the maximum model size. Much attention
has recently been directed toward the use of porous or slotted walls as
a means of reducing or eliminating these reflections, and results of

p

several investigations are available which indicate that progress has
been made in this direction. These reports, however, have generally been
confined to those cases where the flow on both sides of the incident shock
wave was supersonic, for example, references 6 to 8. Although the present
report contains considerable data taken with supersonic flow along the
entire wall, it also includes results obtained at Mach nmibers close to
unity where detached bow shocks are preceded by supersonic velocities and
followed by subsonic flow.

With the flow approaching a wedge at a supersonic lkch nuniberless
than that required for attachment, a curved shock wave stands ahead of the
leading edge as shown schematically in figure 2. Behind this curved bow

.—

shock the Mach number increases monotonically from a stisonic value to
the stream Mach nuniberas y increases from O to au The flow deviation
through the bow shock increasee from O at point y = O to a maximum at
y=a and returns to O as the Mach number behind the shock approaches
the free-stream value. In the same region the static pressure decreases
continuously tiom a maximum at point y = O to the free-stream pressure
aty=ca. The shock profile and flow conditions immediately downstream
vary with Mach nuniberand with wedge angle but always with the same gen-
eral pattern until the Mach nraiberreaches the value at which the bow
shock becomes attached and the subsonic flow region is eliminated. In .

.
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order to eliminate reflection of a
serve the change in flow direction

5

shock wave, it is necessary to pre-
by permitting air from behind the

incident dist~bance to pass throu& the slotted bounda~. Since the
static pressure in the chamber surrounding the tunnel is approximately
equl to that in the free stream ahead of the model, the pressure incre-
ment available for effecting the transverse flow through the slots is,
in the interference-free case, assumed equal to that across the incident
shock.

Because of the wide range of flow angles and static pressures encoun-
tered at various points behind a detached shock, the required wall porosity
is dependent upon the relative size of model and tunnel. For those cases
where the bounda~ flow is entirely supersonic, the pressure increment
decreases with the flow deviation and as shown in several reports (e.g.,
ref. 6) substantial reduction in intensity of the reflected disturbance
is possible over a rather wide range of flow conditions using walls of
fixed porosity. With subsonic flow downstream of the point of contact
between the shock wave and the wall, the same amount of relief would be
expected over a much smaller range since, in this region y< a, the
flow angle and the pressure increment available for effecting the trans-
verse flow through the slots vary in opposite directions.

Although the foregoing discussion has been restricted to phenomena
associated with the reflections of bow shocks, it is apparent that elimi-
nation of these reflections alone will not permit unltiited increase of
model dimensions in a given tunnel. It will, however, eliminate a source
of very strong disturbances and will therefore reduce the boundary inter-
ference effects.

Interference-freepressure distributions for the wedges tested in
this investigation were obtained in the mixed-flow regime from correla-
tion of the data of references 4, 9, and 10 and at the higher Mach num-
bers from oblique-shock theozy using the tables of reference 11. The
data of references 4, 9, and 10, correlated on a basis of the transonic

similarity parameters ~ and ~o, are presented in figure 3(a). These

data were obtained in slotted-tunnel and shock-tube tests and at higher
Mach nunibersin wind-tunnel tests of models whose dtiensions were small
in relation to those of the tunnel; the results are considered free from
jet-boundary interference effects. The pressure increment between the
selected points on the airfoil surface and the free stream, obtained from
the generalized coefficients of figure 3(a), are plotted as dotted lines
in figure 3(b). ~ese curves, drawn for x/c = 0.500, 0.625, and 0.750,
fair to a common point at the Mach number for which the flow over the
wedge becomes supersonic. The calculated curves were arbitrarily faired
into the interference-freedata of the transonic shilarity correlation
as shown in figure 3(b) to obtain reference curves against which the
slotted-tunnel data will be compared.
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The Mach number in this slotted tunnel was determined from the wall
static-pressuxedistributions through the region in which the model was
to be tested. These pressures, presented in figure 4 as a ratio px/H

show little variation along the test region. At Mach numbers of the
order of ~ity~ Ps~ = 0.53, the static pressure in the tunnel was

very nearly equal to that in the surrounding chamber. At slightly higher
Mach ntiers the tunnel pressures were abbve the chamber pressures but
at the maximum speeds tested the relative magnitude of these pressures
was reversed. The stream Mach number for the model tests was determined
from the measured chamber pressure and its correlation with tunnel-empty
data. Previous tests indicate that the relationship between Mach number-
and chamber pressure ratio 1s, for the purpose of this investigation
not influencedby the presence of the model. —

Shock Patterns -.

The schlieren photographs of figure ~ show the.rariousbow shock
wave configurationsencountered at Mch numbers up to 1.36 together with n
the disturbances reflected from the l/5-open slotted boundaries. The
wedge itself is obscured by the support; however, its approximate posi-
tion is indicated. At Mach nunibersof l.ti and 1.07 the bow shocks are
nearly vertical starting well ahead of the 4° wedge. It is apparent
from the slope of these shocks that the flow downstr~am of the shock. ..
wave is stisonic; line reflection of these waves is therefore impossible.
At M= 1.13 the slope of the bow shock increases @th increasing dis-
tance from the body; this characteristic,which cannot occur in tiee air,
is clearly associated with excessive flow resistance of the slotted wall.
At M = 1.15 the asymmetrical shock patt~n indicates that the wedge
was not perfectly alined to the stream or that the Mach number in the
upper and lower passages was not identical. Again, the slope of the
shock wave increases with distance from the airfoil, becoming normal to

—

the stream at the slotted boundary; in the upper passage a Mach reflec-
tion indicates that the flow behind the bow shock, although supersonic,
was at a Mach nunibertoo small to support-the turning required at the
wall. In the lower passage it appears that the ~ch..nuniberwas subsonic
behind the bow shock since subseqwnt shocks do not appear in the flow.
At M . 1.19, the incident shock and its Mach reflection are nearly
identical in both passages; however, in the upper passage a secondary

—

reflection is visible as the reflected shock is itself reflected from
the wedge. In the final photograph of this series, the stream Mach num-
ber has been increased to 1.36 and the incident shock is reflected as a P“

shock wave with supersonic flow throughout the field.

.
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Similar pictures were obtained with the 6° wedge mounted off the
tunnel axis to permit broader coverage of the reflected disturbances at
highmch numbers, figure 7(b). In the off-center location it is proba-
ble that with detached shocks the wedge is, in effect, at a small angle
of attack because of the relatively greater flow resistance in the lower
passage. With attached shocks, the flow in one passage is not influenced
by that in the other and when the reflected disturbances occur as oblique
shocks, no disturbance due to the asymmetry would be expected. Again, as
in the tests with the 4° wedge, boundary interference effects of varying
intensity were encountered at all supersonic Mach numbers. Comparison
of these wave patterns for the 4° and 6° wedges shows similar variations
with Mach number; however, a given type of reflection occurred at a higher
Mach number with the wedge of larger apex angle. Since, at a constant
Mach number, the slope of both incident and reflected waves increases
with apex angle, interference effects will extend farther forward on the
6° wedge; the length of the model which maybe tested in a given tunnel
therefore decreases as the wedge angle increases.

In the triangular region between the incident and reflected shock
waves the slotted boundary exerts no influence on the flow. Since
reflected shocks regardless of their strength lie ahead of the Mach
lines, whereas reflected expansions are entirely behind the Mach lines,
it is apparent that for interference-free flow the restrictions on model
length imposed by reflected shock waves is more severe than the corre-
sponding ltiitations imposed by reflected expansion. Because of the
steepness of the lines along which both types of disturbance are trans-
mitted at transonic Nkch numbers, it is frequently impractical to reduce
the model length to the region ahead of the reflected disturbance. It
is for these conditions and those where stisonic Mach numbers occur along
the boundary behind the incident shock that amelioration of the reflected
disturbances is imperative.

Surface Pressure Variation With Mach Number

The static-pressure increment ~ - ps between the free stream and

the surface of the test body is expressed in terms of the stream stagna-
tion pressure H and plotted as a function of Mach number in figure 6.
The corresponding interference-free curves from figure 3(b), are shown
as dotted lines on each diagram to facilitate comparison and interpreta-
tion of boundary interferences. In the upper left diagram of figure 6(a)
the separation of the two curves for the 4° wedge, X/C = 0.500, shows
large interference effects which above and below M = 1.27 are of oppo-
site sign. In the low Mach nuniberrange, it is not surprising that the
measured pressures are very close to the pressure in the chamber surrounding
the test section since the flow over the model is subsonic and the jet
boundary is separated from the mdel by only 3/8 of the model chord.
Data in this Mach number range are of qualitative interest only with the
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model in the off-axis positions since the Uneq=l passages on either
side of the model probably result in considerable asymmetry of flow at
the leading edge. This restriction, however, does not apply at higher +.

Mach numbers where the bow shock is attached to “the“leadingedge of the
test airfoil. At Mach numbers greater than 1.27 the bow shock, reflected
from the slotted wall, results in excessive pressure on the model. The
rapid decrease in pressure at M s 1.35 signals the passing of the
reflected bow shock across the measuring orifice. At other orifices
farther back on the model, the wall interference effects at low Mach
numbers were substantially the same as those at x~c = 0.500, since
the entire flow field along the model is subsonic and boundary pres-
sures are transmitted more or less uniformly over the wedge. For a
constant model-boundary separation, the Mach nuniberat which the reflected
shock passes the various orifices increases as their distance from the
leading edge of the model ticreases. ~e_decrease @ pressure associated
with the reflected disturbance passing thq more rearward orifices re>ults
from a change in deviation across the reflected shock or a decrease at ‘“
higher Mach numibersin pressure rise across shocks of a given deviation
or from both. Doubling the distance between the model and the wall did
not sharply alter the shape of the experimental curves; however, it did
effect a minor reduction in separation of the data from slotted tunnel
and interference-free tests. With the wedge mounted on the tunnel axis - ““
the two sides are equidistant from the identical walls; the pressures at
corresponding points on the upper and lower surfaces are therefore plotted -.
together on the center row of diagrams, figure 6(a). In the low Mach num-
ber range, agreement of these data at the forward or~fices indicates-that

.—

in this position the model was well-alined-to the flgw. Differences–in -
pressures at x/c = 0.750 indicate lack of uniformity in either the-

.

stream itself or in the interference effects; the latter appears more
probable since in the tunnel empty the p~ssures were very uniform, fig-
ure 4. At the forwafi orifices, absence of the characteristic pressure
jump associated with movement of the reflected shock across the orifice
results from the fact that all bow shocks followed by supersonic flow are

—

reflected downstream of the two forward orifices; at x/c = 0.750 the
pressure-disturbance characteristic of the line reflection of the bow
shock reappears. At greater distances from the walls, y/c = 1.500 and
1.875, the pressure patterns at all orifices were similar to those on
the center line.

.- —. —

The 6° wedge was tested in one off-center location only, giving
distances of 0.75 and 1.50 chords from the lower and upper surfaces,
respectively; these data are presented in figure 6(b). ~ese e~eri-
mental curves for the 6° wedge are similar to those obtained on the 4°
wedge mounted much closer to the tunnel wall. All these curves for the
6° wedge show the abrupt change in surface pressure ~hich characterizes
the passage of reflected shock over the measuring orifice. The fact that ~
line reflection of the bow shock occurring on the 66 wedge did not occur
at corresponding points on the 4° model results from the increased 610pe

b
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of the attached bow shock which reduces the longitudinal distance between
the apex of the wedge and the point at which the reflected shock returns
to the model. In the lower Mach nuniberrange where subsonic flow occurs
downstream of detached shocks, differences between the experimental
slotted-tunneland interference-free curves increase with wedge angle.

The trends toward increased error in the Mach nuniberrange over which
the bow shock is detached are continued as the wedge angle is increased
to 100, figure 6(c). With this increase in apex angle the Mach nuniberat
which the reflected shock passes a given orifice is further increased.
For the top row of diagrams, y/c = 0.375, the reflected bow shock fails
to pass the orifices within the Mach numiberrange of these tests.

Correlation of the surface pressures with the schlieren photographs
of figure 5 shows for the 4° wedge symmetrical wave patterns with detached
shocks at M = l.~ and 1.07 and at M = 1.13 an attached oblique shock
becoming normal at the wall; at these Mach qumbers identical pressures
were recorded on upper and lower surfaces at X/C = 0.500. At M = 1.15
and 1.19 the nonsimilar Mach reflections of attached shock which appear
in upper and lower passages result in different pressures on the upper
and lower surfaces; these differences decrease toward the back of the
wedge. At M= 1.36 the attached bow shocks are again symmetrically
reflected from the upper and lower walls but, in returning to the tun-
nel center line behind the model, have little effect on the pressure
distribution.

Boundary Interference Variation With Mach Nuniber

In figure ‘7, the difference between slotted tunnel and interference-
free pressure measurements is plotted as a function of Mach number for
the three wedges investigated. Presented in this manner the interference
introduced by model proximity to the slotted boundary may be read directly.
At M= 1.0 the measured pressure was invariably lower than the corre-
sponding interference-freevalue; this error increased with Mach number
reaching a maximum at values of M slightly less than those corresponding
to attachment of the bow shock. With further increases in Mach nuder,
the measured pressure increased rapidly and the error, changing sign)
increased until the reflected shock passed the ~asuring orifice at which
point the error decreased abruptly.

In order to facilitate evaluation of this slotted boundary, curves
foran open jet and a closed tunnel of’the same size relative to the
model have been calculated and are shown in figure 7 for those cases
where an attached bow shock is reflected ahead of the measuring orifice.
It will be noted that the lower end of the Mach number range for which
these curves are drawn is different for the open and closed test sections.
This situation occurs because the calculations consider only supersonic
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reflection; hence a much higher value of M is nece~sary in the closed
tunnel where a shock is reflected as a shock of equal deviation than in
the open jet where shocks are reflected as expansions. .

Although elimination of boundary interferences is desirable, it
appears unlikely that such will be realized over a very broad range
of Mach nunibersand incident disturbances as discusse-dearlier in this
report. The selection of a porous boundary must therefore be based upon
a compromise. For the type of models tested in this investigation and
the Mach nuniberra

7

e over which these tes-tswere conducted (fYom M = 1.0
to M= 105)2 tie 1 5-open slotted wall appears to be a fair compromise
since the interference effects caused by excessive free area at low Mach
rnmibersare a~roximately eqyal to those caused by insufficient free area
at higher Mach nunibers. Increasing the free area of.the slots would
undoubtedly increase the errors at low supersonic speeds whereas a reduc-
tion in slot area would increase errors at higher speeds. It is probable
that a smaller opening would be desirable if the msximum Mach number of
the tunnel were reduced substantially.

Increasing the distance between the model and the tunnel wall
resulted in substantial reductions in interference effects; however, in
these tests no case of interference-freeflow was obs-ervedshuultaneously -
at all points on the airfoil. Comparison.of these curves with those
obtained in tests of wedges with greater apex angles shows at x/c = 0.750>
a small increase in maxib.numinterference effects with the larger angle ?.

and an increase in the Mach number at which the maximum error occurs.
At y/c = 1.500 the interference effects on the 6° wedge were greater
than on either the 4° or 10° models. Although the slotted boundary used
in this investigationdid not prove free from interference effects, the
data presented indicate that the magnitude of these effects is generally
less than those encountered in jets of comparable size whose boundaries
are not slotted. Choking limitations, which in a closed jet would have
precluded operation over a large part of the Mach number range investi-
gated, have been removed by the introduction of longitudinal slots thyough

—

the test section.

CONCLUSIONS

From the results of this preliminary investigation of nonlifting
wedges in a two-dimensionalwind tunnel with slotted.walls,the following
conclusions are made:

1. At supersonicMach nmibers ‘closeto unity where bow shocks are
followed by subsohic flow, the wall interference effects experienced in
a tunnel with l/5-open slotted walls are OT the same sign as those exyeri- . -
enced in an open jet; their magnitude which in the presence of slotted

b
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walls increased only slightly with wedge angle, is significantly smaller
than would be experienced in an open jet.

2. Oblique, attached shock waves are reflected from l/~-open slotted
walls as shock waves; however, their strength is less than that of waves
reflected from a solid bo&dary.

3. These results and the accompanying analysis indicate that, although
substantial amelioration of reflected shock disturbance can be realized
over a wide Mach numiberrange in a l/5-open slotted tunnel, complete
freedom from jet-boundary interference throughout a wide range of Mach
numbers will require walls with variable porosity or variable pressure-
10SS characteristics or with both.

Langley Aeronautical Laboratory,
National Advisory C!omnitteefor Aeronautics,

Langley Field, Va., May 29, 1953.
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